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Abstract 

 
A nano-scaled shuffle-induced modulated structure and heating-induced ordering have been 
characterized in a metastable β-titanium alloy, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr, and their inter-relationship 
was investigated through in-situ and ex-situ conventional and aberration-corrected 
scanning/transmission electron microscopy and atom probe tomography. The nano-scaled O' 
phase with a disordered orthorhombic-modulated structure formed by the {011}<01 1� >β 
transverse phonon was characterized for the first time to be stable from room temperature to 
~200°C. The O" phase with an ordered orthorhombic structure formed from the β phase during 
aging above the O' phase solvus temperature, where Al segregation in nano-scaled regions led to 
ordering of every third {011} planes. 
 
Keywords: Titanium alloys; Modulated structure; Ordering; High resolution transmission 
electron microscopy; Atom probe tomography 
 
Microstructural evolution and mechanical performance of metastable β-titanium alloys are 
closely related to the stability of the β phase [1, 2] which can result in various nano-scaled 
instabilities [3-12], and so can therefore be manipulated using different thermomechanical 
processing routines [13, 14]. For example, in the ultra-high strength metastable β-titanium alloys, 
nano-scaled metastable ω phase with an hexagonal structure can act as potential nucleation sites 
for subsequent α phase precipitation [15, 16]. This can improve the strength of metastable β-
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titanium alloys while maintaining considerable ductility [17, 18]. Much attention has been 
focused on the various deformation mechanisms involved in metastable β-titanium alloys, e.g., 
gum metal, indicating that, depending on the β phase stability, dislocation slip, deformation 
twinning, and deformation induced martensitic transformation can occur [19-25]. The origin of 
these deformation mechanisms, such as that of {332}<113> type deformation twining [7, 21, 26] 
as well as a deformation induced martensitic transformation (orthorhombic structure α" phase) 
[9, 27], is still in debate. One critical factor involved in these proposed mechanisms is believed 
to be the nano-scaled modulated domains [6, 7, 27, 28], where the orthorhombic structure of 
these modulated domains accelerates the formation of {332}<113> twining due to the more 
energetically favorable magnitude of twinning shear and shuffle involved [7]. Therefore, in order 
to achieve a better understanding of novel phase transformation mechanisms as well as 
deformation mechanisms in metastable β-titanium alloys, a systematic investigation of various 
types of nano-scaled structural and compositional instabilities and their responses to different 
parameters, such as chemical composition, temperature and external stress, is required. 
 
Recently, several different novel nano-scaled structural instabilities, besides the ω phase, that 
form when the concentration of solutes in the β phase exceeds a critical value, have been 
explored in a variety of metastable β-titanium alloys. In the eutectoid type β-titanium alloys, 
nano-scaled incommensurate modulated domains have been observed in a Ti-Fe alloy containing 
>13.8wt%Fe, in which the atoms deviate from the perfect bcc lattice sites without showing fixed 
long range periodicity and the disordered arrangements of atoms in these domains are found not 
related to the shuffle mechanism involved in the formation of ω phase [29]. Similar nano-scaled 
incommensurate modulated domains have also been observed in Ti-Mn, Ti-Cr and Ti-Mo-Fe 
alloys [30-32]. In isomorphous β-titanium alloys, nano-scaled O' phase, formed by the 
�110�<11�0>  transverse phonon (atom shuffle of every other {110} plane along a <11�0> 
direction), that breaks the bcc symmetry into orthorhombic symmetry, was observed in Ti-Mo 
[12, 33], Ti-Nb-Zr [5, 11] and Ti-Mo-Al alloys [34]. Phases with similar structures (based on 
TEM diffraction patterns) have also been observed in other multifunctional β-titanium alloys, 
such as Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr-O alloy [35] and oxygen-doped Ti-Nb based alloys [6, 27]. It was also 
noticed that in Ti-Nb-O alloy, the unique superelasticity and the temperature dependent shape 
memory effect are explained by the reversible transformation between the nano-scaled 
modulated domains and long-range α" martensite, where the oxygen diffusion at the elevated 
temperature reduces the local barrier to long-range α" martensite formation, and then such α" 
martensite can form by heating [27]. However, such heating-induced martensite has not been 
widely observed in aged β-titanium alloys. In contrast, in the alloy Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (Ti-
5553) when aged, a novel ordered orthorhombic structure O" phase was recently characterized 
[36]. Therefore, the stability of nano-scaled O' phase in metastable β-titanium alloys, especially 
its response to temperature excursions, still requires further exploration and its relationship with 
heating-induced long-ranged α" martensite needs to be verified. 
 
In the current work, in-situ and ex-situ characterization techniques were employed in a heat 
treatment study involving Ti-5553 focusing on the following topics: (1) exploration of the 
modulated structure in a commercial titanium alloy; (2) investigation of the stability of such 
modulated structure, especially its response to thermal exposure at elevated temperatures; (3) 
verification of the inter-relationship between the modulated structure and the ordered structure 
during aging.    



 
A description of the raw material of Ti-5553 and the equipment used have been provided 
previously [15]. The raw material was provided by TIMET Company and its chemical 
composition as determined by wet chemistry, and also atom probe tomography (APT), is 
provided in Table 1. Using an Electro-Thermal-Mechanical-Tester (ETMT), the alloy was 
solution treated at 1000°C for 30 minutes (β transus temperature ≈ 855°C), fast cooled to room 
temperature, then heated to 350°C and 375°C at a rate of 5°C/min, and subsequently fast cooled 
to room temperature. Thin foils along specific orientations were prepared for transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) using a Dual Beam-Focused Ion Beam (DB-FIB) technique, a FEI 
Helios Nanolab 600 system, and were cleaned at low voltage using a Fischione Model 1040 
Nanomill. TEM dark field images and diffraction patterns were recorded at room temperature 
(RT) and elevated temperatures using an FEI Tecnai G2-30 transmission electron microscope 
operating at an accelerating voltage of 300kV, using a Gatan model 652 heating in-situ holder. 
High angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) 
images were recorded using a probe-corrected FEI Titan3™ 80-300 at 300kV. APT samples 
were also prepared using a DB-FIB technique, utilizing 5 kV Ga+ ions as the final cleaning step. 
The APT experiments were conducted on a LEAPTM 5000XR system at a base temperature of 
30K, laser pulse energy of 10 pJ, pulse repetition rate of 250 kHz and up to 2% detection rate. 
The data was analyzed with IVAS 3.8.2 software from Cameca Instruments Inc. 
 
The microstructure of the as-quenched state Ti-5553 was explored using conventional and 
aberration-corrected S/TEM and the results are shown in Fig. 1(a-e). In the [011]β zone axis 
diffraction pattern (Fig. 1(a)), besides ω phase reflections located at 1/3 and 2/3 {211�}β, extra 
reflections at 1/2 {211�}β can also be observed, demonstrated in the inset line intensity profile 
along the yellow color dotted-line in the figure. Such reflections belong to the orthorhombic O' 
phase structure [5]. In the corresponding dark field image, (Fig. 1(b)), imaged using the 
reflections in the yellow circle, athermal ω phase particles and O' phase particles can be observed 
co-existing as nano-scaled domains. In the [100]β zone axis diffraction pattern and its 
corresponding dark field image, only reflections belonging to O' phase can be observed at 1/2 
{013}β, supported by the inset line profile along the yellow dotted-line marked, and nano-scaled 
O' particles are distributed in the parent β phase. The structure of O' phase was investigated using 
atomic resolution HAADF-STEM imaging in the [011]β direction, shown in Fig. 1(e). In the 
highlighted O' phase domains (yellow color circle) periodic lattice modulations can be observed, 
indicating that the atoms on every other (011)β planes shuffle along the [011�]β direction. The 
results displayed in Fig. 1(a-e) have shown for the first time unambiguous evidence of the 
{011}<011�>β shuffle-produced modulated structure of orthorhombic symmetry together with 
athermal ω phase of hexagonal structure in the as-quenched state Ti-5553. Thus, in all the 
previous studies, shuffle-induced modulated structure (O' phase) has only been observed in gum-
like titanium alloys possessing significant ductility, e.g., Ti-26Nb-2Zr (at%), Ti-18Mo (wt%) and 
Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn (wt%) [5, 33, 34], as well as modulated domains in Ti-Nb-O alloy and Ti-
23Nb-2Zr-0.7Ta-1.2O [6, 27, 28]. These alloys are located near the boundary in the Bo����-Md���� 
diagram where martensite is avoided [1]. However, our current results show that {011}<011�>β 
shuffling can occur in a broader range of metastable β-titanium alloys, as long as the overall 
solute content exceeds a critical value as predicted using first principle calculations [12], such as 
in Ti-5553 which contains significant amounts of β phase stabilizers (molybdenum equivalency 



≈ 18wt% [37]) designed for high strength, which in the Bo����-Md���� diagram is located in the α+ β 
alloys region [38].   
 
The stability of the O' phase at elevated temperatures was investigated using an in-situ TEM 
heating holder. The [100]β zone axis diffraction patterns from the aged Ti-5553 sample were 
recorded from RT up to 350°C, shown in Fig. 2(a-h). O' phase reflections at 1/2 {013}β can be 
observed in each diffraction pattern from Fig. 2(a-e), indicating that the O' phase exists in the 
aged sample in a broad range of temperatures from RT to 200°C, and the intensity of O' phase 
reflections weakens gradually as the temperature increases. At a temperature equal to or above 
250°C (e.g. 350°C shown in Fig. 2(h)), O' phase reflections cannot be identified clearly leaving 
only β phase reflections, revealing a transformation of O' phase to the parent β phase. This in-situ 
characterization using TEM and a heating stage shows that the nano-scaled shuffle-induced O' 
phase formed during quenching is stable in a wide temperature range, from RT to as high as 
200°C, but it will revert to the β phase at a critical temperature likely via a reverse atom shuffle 
mechanism instead of transforming to α" phase. In the nomenclature used with the ω phase, the 
critical temperature is named the O' phase solvus temperature. The measured O' phase solvus 
temperature for Ti-5553 is between 200°C and 250°C, higher than the reported solvus 
temperature of modulated domains (~373K) in Ti-23Nb-1.0O [27].   
 
To explore the evolution of the O' phase, further TEM analyses were carried out using the 
samples that were first continuously heated to a temperature above O' phase solvus temperature, 
350°C and 375°C, and the results are compared in Fig. 3(a-f). In the sample heated to 350°C, 
strong ω phase reflections at 1/3 and 2/3 {211�}β and weak O' phase reflections at 1/2 {211�}β are 
observed in the [011]β zone axis diffraction pattern in Fig. 3(a). In the corresponding dark field 
image formed by selecting the reflections in the yellow color circles, only isothermal ω phase 
(ωiso) particles were observed in Fig. 3(c). In the [100]β zone axis diffraction pattern, only O' 
phase reflections of very low intensity can be observed in Fig. 3(b), indicating the formation of 
O' phase in the final quenching process from 350°C to RT. In contrast, in the sample heated to 
375°C, besides ωiso reflections, extra reflections belonging to O" phase appear at 1/3 and 2/3 of 
{011�}β in both [011]β and [100]β zone axis diffraction patterns marked in Fig. 3(d-e). In the 
corresponding dark field image, Fig. 3(f), selecting the reflections highlighted in Fig. 3(e), O" 
phase particles exhibit ellipsoidal morphology of a size similar to that of the ωiso particles in Fig. 
3(c). Combined with the in-situ characterization shown in Fig. 2, the current results show that O' 
transforms to β phase during continuous aging between 200°C and 250°C, ωiso has been formed 
at 350°C and the O" phase forms directly from β phase at 375°C.  
 
The structure of O" phase observed in Ti-5553 at 375°C was further analyzed using aberration-
corrected S/TEM, shown in Fig. 4(a-d).  In the Z-contrast HAADF-STEM image in Fig. 4(a), 
two different variants of ordered O" phase are observed and highlighted by the yellow and green 
color ellipses. Both of these variants exhibit the ordering of every third atom plane along [011]β 
and [01�1]β direction, as demonstrated by the local Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) shown in Fig. 
4(b-c). In a higher magnification HAADF-STEM image focusing on one O" phase particle in 
Fig. 4(d), periodic atom column intensity changes along [01�1]β direction can be clearly observed, 
revealing the ordering of every three (01�1)β planes. Combining the characterization results 
shown in Fig. 3 and 4, once the Ti-5553 is heated above the O' solvus temperature, the ordered 
O" phase may form from the β phase matrix in Ti-5553, rather than the heating-induced long-



range α" martensite found in the alloy Ti-23Nb-1O [27]. APT was used to further determine the 
chemical nature of the O" phase. Fig 4(e) shows a 3D reconstruction containing ~19 million 
atoms, where only Ti ions are shown, as well as an 85 at.% Ti and 6.5 at.% Al isoconcentration 
surfaces. Fig. 4 (f) and (g) show a representative O" and ωiso phase particle, respectively, where 
the higher number density O" particles are slightly smaller and more round compared with the 
ωiso particles, which are aligned along the <111>β directions. Fig. 4 (h) and (i) show 2D 
concentration maps for Ti and Al from a 5 nm thick cross-section slice of O" and ωiso, 
respectively. The scale ranges were kept constant for each respective element and show that both 
phases are rich in Ti and depleted in Al, O" phase less so, compared with the matrix. Proximity 
histograms were calculated for the two particles in Fig. 4(f) and (g) and are shown in Fig. 4(j) 
and (k), respectively, while the average composition of each phase is given in the Table 1. In 
agreement with literature [15, 39, 40], the ωiso phase is depleted in all solutes and very rich in Ti, 
Fig 4(k), and interestingly, a slight Al segregation was observed at the ωiso/β interface. The O" 
phase exhibits a similar compositional behavior, but in contrast with the ωiso phase, the Al 
content is higher, and only slightly less than that of Al in the matrix β phase, which reduces the 
Ti concentration, and this is qualitatively supported by the dark contrast of O" phase particles 
shown in the Z-contrast STEM images in Fig. 4(a) and 4(d). Here the composition of the O" 
phase is reported for the first time, and combined with our previous characterization of its crystal 
structure, provides a novel insight into its formation mechanism, i.e., where solute diffusion 
plays a critical role in the formation of nano-scaled ordered O" phase. Significant amounts of V, 
Mo and Cr, together with some Al, partition to the β phase from the incipient nano-scaled 
domains, generating the heating-induced ordered orthorhombic structure of the O" phase, mainly 
composed of Ti and approximately 7.6 at% Al – which, as well known, has a strong influence on 
the short range ordering in titanium alloys. Therefore, such nano-scaled partitioning of Al 
(compared with that in the nano-scaled ωiso phase) assists in forming the ordered O" phase, rather 
than the long-ranged α" martensite.       
  
In this work, two types of nano-scaled disordered and ordered phases with orthorhombic 
structures, namely the O' phase and O" phase, were characterized in the same metastable β-
titanium alloy, Ti-5553. During quenching from above the β transus temperature, athermal ω 
phase and O' phase are formed in the parent β matrix by different atom shuffle mechanisms, 
exhibiting similar nanometer size scale particles, randomly distributed in the parent β phase. O' 
phase is stable in a wide range of temperatures up to the O' phase solvus temperature, which was 
measured to be between 200°C and 250°C for Ti-5553. Unlike the ω phase, no growth of O' 
phase or O' to α" transformation has been observed during aging yet, which is the reason that a 
shape memory effect has not been found in Ti-5553. Instead, a heating-induced ordered 
orthorhombic structure O" phase has been observed to form directly from β phase by slight 
partitioning of Al (compared with ωiso phase, but still leaner than the β matrix) in the nano-scaled 
region resulting in the ordering of every third {011}β atom planes, rather than the heating-
induced α" martensite in Ref. [25]. The formation of such O" phase occurs at temperatures 
higher than the O' phase solvus temperature, indicating there is no transition from shuffle-
induced modulated structure to the heating-induced ordered structure.  
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Figure Caption: 

Figure 1. TEM and S/TEM characterization of O′ phase in the as-quenched state Ti-5553: (a) 
[011]β zone axis pattern and (b) corresponding dark field image selecting reflection highlighted 
in (a) showing the co-existence of athermal ω phase and O' phase; (c) [100]β zone axis pattern 
and (d) corresponding dark field image selecting O′ reflection highlighted in (b) showing O' 
phase; (e) HAADF-STEM image showing the shuffle induced O′ phase of orthorhombic 
structure.  
 
Figure 2. TEM diffraction patterns recorded from [100]β zone axis using in-situ heating holder at 
elevated temperatures showing the stability of the O′ phase, with intensity profile along yellow 
dotted line as inset: (a) 20°C; (b) 50°C; (c) 100°C; (d) 150°C; (e) 200°C; (f) 250°C; (g) 300°C; 
(h) 350°C 
 
Figure 3. TEM diffraction patterns and dark field images showing the microstructure of Ti-5553 
aged to 350°C (a-c) and 375°C (d-f) respectively: (a) [011]β zone axis diffraction; (b) [100]β zone 
axis diffraction pattern: (c) corresponding dark field image selecting reflections highlighted in (a) 
showing the presence of isothermal ω phase and O' phase at 350°C; (d) [011]β zone axis 
diffraction; (e) [100]β zone axis diffraction pattern: (f) corresponding dark field image selecting 
reflections highlighted in (e) showing the presence of O" phase at 375°C 
 
Figure 4. HAADF-STEM images showing the ordered orthorhombic structure of O" phase: (a) 
low magnification image showing the co-existence of two O" phase variants; (b-c) local FFT of 
two O" phase variants individually; (d) high magnification image showing the ordering in the 



center of O" phase particle; (e) 3D reconstruction showing the Ti atoms, 85 at.% isconcentration 
surfaces (O" phase), and 6.5 at.% Al isconcentration surfaces (ωiso phase); (f-g) an O" and ωiso 
precipitate, respectively; (h-i) Ti and Al 2D concentration surfaces from a 10×10×5 nm thick 
slice of the precipitate in (f) and (g), respectively; (j-k) proxigrams with respect to the 
isoconcetration surfaces delineating the O" and ωiso precipitates in (f) and (g), respectively.  
 











Table 1. Nominal composition of Ti5553, as measured by wet chemistry, along with atom probe 

tomography measured  nominal, β phase, ω phase, and O" phase compositions. 

 

Ion/Phase 
Wet Chemistry Nominal 

[wt.% (at.%)] 

Atom Probe Compositions [at.%] 

Nominal β ω O" 

Ti BALANCE 78.1 +/-  0.02 77.3 +/- 0.7 93.4 +/- 1.9 88.5 +/- 3.0 

Al 5.67 (9.90) 10.4 +/- 0.01 10.3 +/- 0.5 1.93 +/- 1.0 7.6 +/- 1.9 

Mo 5.00 (2.46) 2.6 +/- 0.01 2.8 +/- 0.3 0.4 +/- 0.6 0.4 +/- 0.6 

V 4.92 (4.55) 4.9 +/- 0.01 5.4 +/- 0.4 1.7 +/- 0.9 1.2 +/- 1.2 

Cr 3.04 (2.75) 2.9 +/- 0.01 3.0 +/- 0.3 0.6 +/- 0.6 0.4 +/- 0.5 

Fe              0.48 (0.40) 0.3 +/- 0.00 0.4 +/- 0.1 0.1 +/- 0.2 0.1 +/- 0.1 

O 0.18 (0.53) 0.6 +/- 0.00 0.5 +/- 0.1 1.4 +/- 0.8 1.8 +/- 1.3 

Ga N/A 0.01 +/- 0.01 0.01 +/-0.02 0.05 +/-0.01 0.00 +/- 0.00 

 

 






